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Gap Theorems

Jiawei Hong

Courant Institute, New York University

Abstract, in this paper we improve the gap theorem developed in the author's work prov-

ing by example and gap theorems [1], and prove some new general gap theorems to show

that there are full of gaps in continuous mathematics.

1. General gap theorems in mathematics.

In continuous mathematics, there are many gap theorems which connect continuous

mathematics with discrete mathematics. The following are some very general gap theorems.

Theorem 1. Assume that ^„>0, n = 1,2,3,... is a sequence (the gap) satisfying ^ ««<", and

fl„€[0,l], n = 1,2,3,... is an arbitrary sequence. Then almost every point x€[0,l] satisfies

\x-a„\^g„ for sufficiently large n. In other words, the Lebesgue measurement of the fol-

lowing set 5, 15 I, is 1.

5 = {5€[0,1]| foT sufficiently large n, \x-a„\^g„}

Proof. Define

'Ji={*€[0,l]| for more than i indices j, \x-aj\<gj}

7", = {j:€[0,1]| there exists j^i, |x-ay|<^;}.

Obviously, \T,\:£'^2gj - (/ - »).
i

If j:€5, then thee exists ;&/ such that \x-aj\<gj, and therefore x €7,. So we have 5,cr,.

The complement set of S, S, is contained in 5',: 5'C5,cr,.

|5|s|r,ho

Therefore |5| = 0and |5|=1.

Theorem 2. Assume that there is an arbitrary mapping {0,1}*-[0,1] (a representation

method) which represents some real numbers in [0,1] by some binary strings. Then almost

every point xe[0,l] satisfies |x - v |sl/2''n log^n = 2"""'''«""2iogiogn
^jj^g g^p^ f^j. sufficiently

large n, where v is any value represented by a binary string of length s,n. In other words, the



measurement of the following set is 1:

S = {x€[0,l]| for sufficiently large n and all v represented by a binary string of length S/i,

\x-v |2:l/2"nlog2n}.

Proof. Number the binary strings so that the shorter is numbered earlier. Use the same

number to number the binary string and the value represented by the binary string. The total

number of binary strings of length sn is sl"'*'^. Consider the gap g„ = 4/m logm log^logm. If

a„ is a value numbered m and represented by a binary string of length Sn, then m^2"*^.

Since 2 fm<°°. by Theorem 1 we know it is true for almost every x that

m = I

' "' *" 2''^i(n + l)log2(n + l) 2"nlog2n

for sufficiently large n.

The above two theorems can not be improved substantially, because the following two

results:

Theorem 3. If ^g, = '^, then there is a sequence a„, n = 1,2,... such that the following set is

1 = 1

empty:

S = {x^[0,l]\ foT sufficiently large n, \x - a„\-3^g„}.

Proof. Consider the sequence

Or,= ^gi {mod 1).

1 = 1

Theorem 4. There is a way to represent real numbers by binary strings such that the follow-

ing set is empty. This means that there is no gap of size 2"" at any point:

5 = {x€[0,l]| for sufficiently large n and all v represented by a binary string of length n,

\x-v\3:2-"}.

Proof. Consider the binary fraction in [0,1].

2. Gap theorems in algebraic computation.

The gap theorems in last section are very general, but not very useful because we only

know that the gap exists at almost every point but we do not know where it exists. For exam-

ple we do not know whether there is a gap at point 0. In this section, we consider algebraic

computation and show some gap theorems which guarantees that a gap exists at some



interesting points (for example, at 0).

Ltt F(xi,X2,..x,) be polynomials in Xi,x2,...,x, with integer coefficients. The total sum

of absolute values of all coefficients in F is called its weight. The highest total degree of

xi,X2,...,x, in any term of F is called its degree. It is not hard to see that the degree of the

sum of two polynomials is the maximum degree of these two polynomials, the degree of the

product of two polynomials is the sum of their degrees, and the weight of the sum or product

of two polynomials is bounded by the sum or product of their weights.

Let F,(xi,X2,...,x,), 1 = 1,2,3,..., be polynomials in xi,X2,...,x, with integer coefficients

of total degree bounded by d and weight bounded by w. According to the descending order of

the last variable, x,, we denote the leading coefficient of Fi by Li(xi,X2 *i-i)- Let

01,02, 03, ... be algebraic numbers satisfying

F,(ai,<X2, ,ai) =

Z,,(o],a2, . . . ,a,-,)^0, 1 = 1,2,3,... (1).

In [1], it is proved that if o, is not then it can not be too small. In more details, the fol-

lowing theorem was proved:

Theorem 5. There is a constant c =c{d,w), depending on d and w, such that a,^0 implies

|a,|^2-'.

Now we know that c(d,w) is in fact a polynomial of d and logw, as shown by the fol-

lowing theorem:

Theorem 6. In the above theorem,

c = d{d + l)-logu'.

Theorem 7. If a, is not an integer, then for any integer A' we have

|a,-^|s>v-''^('^-'>-)''.

The proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 will be given in the next section. In [2], the following

gap theorem is proved:

Theorem 8. Starting from 1, if we only use +,-,•,/ and V in our computation, then the

fastest convergence rate we can have is the quadratic convergence, no matter how precise our

computation is. In other words, there is a constant c<\ such that if we start from 1, only use

instructions +,-,*,/,^ , the total number of instructions used is n and ot^O is the final

number we obtained, then

1 I 7"



3. The proofs of Theorem 6 and theorem 7.

Now we concentrate to the proofs of Theorem 6 and 7. Without loss of generality, we

can assume that the highest power of x, in F, is d. In the following, we express a, as a quo-

tient of two algebraic integers, a, = y,tz,. Consider the first equation

It equivalents to

Lfxf+... + Lf~'Ci =

or

/, = yf+... + Lf-'C, =

where y, = LiXi. The equation is now a monic one, therefore any solution for yj is an alge-

braic integer. Set zi = Li. Then we have

a]=y,/z,.

Now consider the second equation

F2(a,,;t2) = L2(a,)4+--- + C2(ai)=0.

To make the coefficients integral, we multiply it by zf:

ziL2xi+... + z'iC2 = 0.

Since the degree of a, in each coefficient of F2 is bounded by d, the coefficient in the above

equation can be expressed as a polynomial in yj with rational integer coefficients. Its degree

is bounded by d. The above equation in turn equivalents to

{ziL2)'xi+... + iziL2)'-'ziC2-0

or

where

/2 = y^+...+ (zfL2)''-'zfC2 = 0,

y2 = zfL2^2.

Z2 = zfL2^0,

a2 = y2/22-

Generally, consider the i-th equation



f,(ai,02, . . . ,a,_i,x,) = L,(ai,a2, . . . , a,-i)xf + ... + C,(ai,a2, . . . ,ai-i) = 0.

We multiply it by (ziz^.-.z.-i)''. Then the coefficients of the following equivalent equa-

tion will be integral:

(z,22...Z,-,)''L,xf+...+ (z,Z2...2,-,)''C, = 0.

It equivalents to

or

where

/,=>?+. •+((21^2. ••z.-iri.r"'(ziZ2--z.-irc,=o,

y,= (z]22...z,-,)''iiAr,

Z,= (zi22...^,-l)''^,^0

a,=y,/z,.

Since each Uj in the coefficients of F, has degree ^d, each coefficient in the above equa-

tion can be expressed as a polynomial in yi,>'2.->>'i with rational integer coefficients. So

does Zi.

We are going to figure out how complicated these y, and z, are, i.e., to give some upper

bounds for their weights and degrees (as polynomials of )'i,y2»--->>'i)- The following are

some simple analysis.

Lemma 1. The weight of z,, w(z,), is bounded by (the argument z, is considered as an expres-

sion, not a value)

Proof. Obviously, Z] = Li, therefore h'(zi)sw. This is the basis. Inductively, since

z, + i
= (ziZ2...z,)''l, + i, we have

>v(r, + ,)^(w(zi)...w(z,))''w(L,^,)

Lemma 2. The weight of/, is bounded by

Proof. Obviously, w (/,)<w (Z.,)''~'<h''', the basis is true. Inductively, since/,., is obtained



from F, + i
by multiplying zf+} iziZ2---z,)'', we have

In the following, we use /« yihi^ • • • yf' to mean that in polynomial /, the degree of

yi is bounded by Jj, the degree oiyi is bounded by di,---, and so on.

Lemma 3. z,« y^ *"'"'yf ''"'^'"'...yf-,-

Proof. Since zi = Z,i, a constant, and 22 = 2f^2. we know that the degree of yi in 72 »s

bounded by <i. Therefore Z2« yf- This is the basis. Inductively, since

we have

Z| + l- (ZlZ2---Z|) i-i+1.

(yf<''"'>'"'y2'<'"»'"' ••>?-. )]'(yiy2-yy

^ d^d'-^d'(,d^]) + d'ld*\)~+... + d\d + \)'~' d-i-d- + d\d + l) + ... + d\d+\)'~'^ yd

Lemma 4. If C is a coefficient in /,, then

C«yf'('^"'>'"'yf<''*'>'"'...yf:,.

Proof. The lemma is obviously true for » = 1,2. Inductively, we consider for example the

degree in the last coefficient (the other terms have the same bound), which is

C=zf+-,'(ziZ2 • • z.YC
1 + 1-

Therefore,

^yd*d(d*\)^...+dld-Hy--yd-^did+\)+.+d(d+l)'-'^yd_^y(^y^y^yy

^ydhd^iy-^ydhd^l)'-' . . . yd\

Now we can bound the absolute value of y, from above.

Lemma 5. |y, \^w
dl.d^\) 2i-2



Proof. With out loss of generality, we can assume that |y,|aO. Then the absolute value of a

root of a monic algebraic equation is bounded by the sum of the absolute values of the coeffi-

cients. Since the total weight of /, + ] is bounded by w'"-'^'*'^^ and the degree of y\,y2,...yi in

each coefficient is bounded by yf
''*')' y^(''"^i)' *

• • • yf_j, we can prove the lemma induc-

tively.

For i = l, |y,|sH'(/i)sw'', the lemma is true. Inductively,

did + \)' ~kl + d + d'->- dhd + \) + d'id + l)'+ ... + d'(d + I)')

d(d + iy-\d + \)'*^<w

= ^d(,d + l)'

Lemma 6. |y, l^w
-d(,d + \)'^'~'(d'-l)

Proof. Consider all conjugates of yi, all conjugates of )'2> •••> ^H conjugates of y,. There are

at most d' many conjugates of y,, denoted by y,= 3i,P2. • • • .37. J^d'. The product of all

these conjugates is a rational non-zero integer. Therefore its absolute value must be at least

1:

inP;>i.

Thus, by Lemma 5,

ly.l^l/iw'^'^'^'-^'Y-K

Lemma?. |z, |sw'^(''-'>-'"'*('^-i>'"\

Proof. By Lemmas 1,3,5,

|z,|Sw(z,)yf^^')'--yf'^*l)•-^..yf_,

Sy^,(.d-i)'-^^^dhd^l)'-'^^dhd+\)'-\_^d^(d + l)^'^-'*-^

^^d(d + l)^-^*(d*\y-'_

Now we can prove our Theorem 6 as follows:

Proof of Theorem 6.



|«,|=|y,/r,>»v-^(''^i>"'"'('''-»-''(''*')''"'-(''^»'"'

Lemma 8.

z,
I

a w -(d(d + l)^-^-Hd + l)'~h(.d'-l)

|a,|<w(^*'>''"''''.

Proof. \z,\ can be bounded using the same method as in Lemma 6. Therefore we have

Proof of Theorem 7. We can assume that |o,-A^ |sl. Then by Lemma 8 we have

Therefore, by the same method as in Lemma 6, we have

Thus,
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